Garden Arts

An Arts & Spirituality program with Jesse White

In these strange and emergent times, the Earth is caring for itself—dolphins in Venice, clear skies in L.A., and an arctic ozone layer hole has closed! Let’s learn from the healing wisdom of the Earth. You are invited to join this contemplative and creative program focused on what’s growing in the garden! We will begin with some centering worship and then lovingly gaze at an image of growing plants, often directly from Pendle Hill’s garden. We will respond to what we have seen through writing, visual arts, music, or dance and then share our creative reflections with one another. We will close with brief waiting worship with attention to gratitude.

Jesse White is the Arts and Spirituality Coordinator at Pendle Hill. She holds a B.A. in Integrative Studies: Creative and Spiritual Process joined with a B.A. in Psychology from Guilford College. Jesse works as an arts educator and art therapist and directs Pigeon Arts, a cathartic art-making organization in Philadelphia. She is clerk of Frankford Monthly Meeting (PA).